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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF THE 

  
AUTOMATIC LAMINATING MACHINE TYPE “AC1400” 

 
General technical specifications: 
 
- Cardboard sizes Min. 150 x 250 mm - Max. 1000 x 1400 mm 
- Cardboard thickness Min. 0,4 mm - Max. 4 mm  
- Paper sizes Min. 150 x 250 mm - Max. 1040 x 1440 mm 
- Paper weight Min. 80 grams             - Max. 900 grams 
- Speed of work with the maximum dimensions: 1800 cycles/hour 
- Size change over about 20 minutes 
- Automatic stop of paper feeding to the gluing machine when the pile of the positioning 
  machine is empty 
- Total nominal power installed abt 25 kw 
- Overall sizes: approx. 11.000 x 3.000 mm 
- Total weight: ± 5.000 kgs  
- air consumption: abt 620 NL/minute 
  
                                                consisting of : 
  
Nr. 01  “ALFACEE04” AUTOMATIC GLUING MACHINE with glue viscosity control unit 
Technical specifications: 
 
- stainless steel gluing rolls plated with hard chrome 
- height of paper sheets pile:  380 mm 
- set in motion of the conveyor belt by brushless motor 
- work cycle controlled by PLC (programmable logical computer) 
- green polyurethane sucking belt with vacuum regulation 
- air consumption 200 NL/min 
- intermediate rubber-coated roll with possibility of position and pressure adjustments 
- glue tank type GTCEC02 with capacity of 70 litres 
 
 
Nr. 01  “TAUCEB03” AUTOMATIC POSITIONING MACHINE  
Technical specifications: 
 
- cardboard squaring system  
- cardboards pile height approx. 900 mm 
- cardboards transport with brushless motor 
- cardboards transport by means of suckers fitted on adjustable bars  
- possibility to run one single piece or multi-pieces  
- centring accuracy  +/- 0,25 / 0,30 mm 
- cardboard and paper detection by means of 6 photocells (4 for the paper, 2 for the cardboard) 
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- photocells setting outside of working area 
- positioning with hydraulic system 
- machine cycle controlled by PLC (programmable logical computer) 
- fast change of size 
- air consumption: 250 NL/min 
 
  
Nr. 01 “ KAPPACEB04” CALENDER/STACKER 
Technical characteristics: 
 
- stack height 800 mm 
- automatic control of completed stack 
- automatic squaring of the laminated cardboards stack 
- trolley with guides for pile removal 
- machine cycle controlled by PLC 
- air consumption: 170 NL/min 
 
  
Nr. 01 “ETACE04” AUTOMATIC EDGES TURN-IN STATION  
Technical characteristics: 
 
- max. dimensions 1000 x 1400 mm 
- min. dimensions 160 x 250 mm  
- self-cleaning teflon rolls 
- rotating motions with belts 
- very accurate pressure setting 
- possibility of pressure setting at operator’s choice 
- easy and fast setting 
- max. turn in depth 20 mm 
- max. cardboard thickness for turn edge 4 mm 
 
   
  


